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5 5 
Complexit yy  and Interference : 

Linea rr  Orderin g 

InIn the reported experiment it is investigated whether interference occurs in a complex 
cognitivecognitive skill, such as magnitude decisions in the learning of linear orderings. 
SubjectsSubjects learned an 8-term linear ordering consisting of abstract symbols. After two 
trainingtraining sessions, subjects learned a new linear ordering, either with new symbols or 
withwith the same symbols in a different ordering. A small negative transfer effect was 
found.found. This result again calls into question the assumption that interference is absent 
inin skill learning and provides further insight into the circumstances under which 
interferenceinterference occurs. 

Performancee of complex cognitive tasks builds on the components inherent in simpler 
perceptuall  motor tasks (Newell, Rosenbloom, & Laird, 1989; Proctor, Reeve, Weeks, Dornier, 
&&  Van Zandt, 1991). Anderson, Fincham, and Douglass (1997) suggest that the same mix of 
learningg processes that are involved in relatively simple and artificial tasks are involved in more 
complexx problem-solving tasks. In addition, it can be argued that intellectual and perceptual 
motorr skills are acquired in fundamentally similar ways (Rosenbaum, Carlson, & Gilmore, 
2001).. These statements suggest that basic characteristics of simpler tasks seem to play a role in 
moree complex tasks. The occurrence of interference when tasks are similar and responses are 
reversedd can be seen as a basic characteristic of a simple task. Thus, reasoning along this line, it 
seemss logical that the interference process also plays a role in learning of more complex skills. 
Thoughh less visible because the relative contribution of the interference is much smaller than in 
simplee tasks, interference may be present in the complex skill. 

Inn contrast, it may be possible that characteristics of complex skills have an influence on 
thee occurrence of interference. Our previous experiments, for example, demonstrated that the 
occurrencee of interference was associated with relatively fast responding. It might be that the 
slowerr and more controlled way of responding in complex skill acquisition leads to less or no 
interferencee at all. This suggests that generalising conclusions drawn from relatively simple 
experimentss to complex cognitive skills should be done with care. Briefly, there are two 
possibilitiess concerning the role of complexity in interference. On the one hand, component 
processess in simple tasks may play an important role in complex cognitive processing, thus 
interferencee might appear. On the other hand, it is possible that in complex skills some things 
aree qualitatively different (e.g. strict cognitive control), leading to no interference. 
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Thee net negative transfer and interference effects that were found in the previous 
experimentss did not corroborate the statement of Anderson (1995) that interference is absent in 
skilll  learning. Even the findings on interference in text editing itself are not consistent, which 
cann be partly explained by the level of analysis (Heydemann, Hoffmann, & Schmidt, 1991). 
Codingg and text editing are similar in the sense that both require a series of stimulus-response 
couplings.. There are, however, also obvious differences. The tasks differ for instance in the 
levell  of complexity. Coding is an easy, fast, and clearly restricted skill, whereas text editing is 
harderr to learn, involves longer response times and a less restricted way of responding. 

Cataniaa (1992) states that although informed estimates of transfer can be made, the best 
wayy to find out about the direction and magnitude of transfer is to do the experiment. 
Overseeingg the results in complex skill learning and the possible problems with generalisations 
off  relatively simple tasks, an experiment with a more complex skill seems to be the logical next 
step. . 

AA custom-made text editor, as Singley and Anderson (1989) used for their experiments, 
iss not usable anymore for the study of transfer because the use of text editors is now so 
widespreadd that almost everyone has some experience with editing. To investigate interference 
inn more complex skill acquisition, a cognitive skill was required that resembled both the coding 
taskk and the text-editing task of Singley and Anderson. Another requirement was that the skill 
couldd be learned and transferred within a reasonable time (five one-hour sessions spanning five 
consecutivee days) and that competing responses could be created. Linear ordering was chosen 
becausee it is a cognitive skill and has a strong relation with real life skills as number learning. 
Linearr ordering can be roughly defined as the learning of an ordinal number system with new 
symbols. . 

TheThe Acquisition of Ordinal Information 

Inn linear ordering, the goal is to learn the relations between presented symbols. Each 
symboll  (e.g. A, B, C, D, E) represents a magnitude and on the basis of these magnitudes an 
orderingg can be made (e.g. A<B<C<D<E). In most studies the relations have to be learned on 
basiss of feedback on the responses given. The task of the subject is to decide which of the 
presentedd symbols is the smallest or the largest depending on the instruction (e.g. largest? A-B). 
Tzelgov,, Yehene, Kotler, and Alon (2000) refer to such a task as a magnitude decision (MD) 
task.. Although a different version of the task was developed for the current experiment, we 
referr to our task also as a magnitude decision task. 

Thee nature of the acquisition, representation, and automatisation of linear ordering is still 
unclearr and subject of debate. One of the questions in this research field is whether after 
automatisationn of the task the correct answers are retrieved directly, so called one-step retrieval 
orr that the answers are generated by an algorithm. Logan (1988) suggests that automaticity is 
efficientt memory retrieval and is a reflection of mere data accumulation. Others suggest that 
automaticityy takes place in procedural memory and is a reflection of algoritmic learning 
(Anderson,, 1992). The former view leads to a hypothesis in which there is almost no 
generalisationn to pairs that were not studied, the latter view is more flexible and states that 
generalisationn is possible. Because generalisation has been found in linear ordering, 
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automatisationn in linear ordering seems not to be constrained to the retrieval of previously 
encodedd responses from memory (Tzelgov et al., 2000). This debate is, although interesting, not 
thee focus of the present research. Linear ordering is mainly chosen because of its task 
characteristics. . 

Thee present experiment investigates the impact of learning an ordering of symbols, each 
representingg a magnitude, on the learning of a second system with the same symbols in a 
differentt ordering. In addition, the impact of the intervening tasks on the performance on the 
originall  task on the fifth day was studied. In this experiment subjects had to extract the 8-term 
orderingg themselves on basis of the given problems. To gain insight into the declarative 
knowledgee about the ordering, subjects had to give the ordering of the symbols after each block 
off  twenty trials. Although pure retroactive interference cannot be studied because the two 
groupss are confronted with the same material in the interpolated sessions (3 and 4), a possible 
influencee of recency could be studied with the current experimental design (See Table 5.1). It is 
expectedd that if a difference in the amount of retroactive interference appears, the new symbols 
firstt group will perform worse in Session 5 because it was confronted most recently with the 
differentt ordering of the same symbols as in Session 5. 

Method d 

Subjects Subjects 

Subjectss were 38 right-handed students of the University of Amsterdam who received 
partiall  course credit in exchange for their participation. All subjects had some experience with 
computerss and knew how to operate a mouse. Nine people were excluded from the analysis 
becausee they did not meet the following two criteria. The first criterion was that the first 
trainingg set had to be completed within the first session. Seven subjects did not meet this 
criterion.. The second criterion was that before the third session the correct ordering of the 
symbolss was given at least once. Four subjects did not meet this criterion, of which two were 
alreadyy excluded on the basis of the first criterion. Subjects were tested in pairs; each subject 
wass seated in different compartments of a room. 

Design Design 

Thee experiment consisted of five sessions on five consecutive days. All subjects passed 
throughh the experimental and control conditions which made a between and a within analysis 
possible.. Two groups that differed in the ordering of the conditions were distinguished, a same-
firstt group and a new-symbols-first group. The experimental design is shown in Table 5.1. In 
thee first two sessions, all subjects were trained on one of the four linear orderings (A). In 
Sessionn 3, the same-symbols-first group had to learn a set with the same symbols in a different 
orderingg than in the training sessions (A'). The new symbols first group acted as a control group 
andd had to learn a set with new symbols (B). In Session 4, the same-symbol-first group first had 
too learn the set with new symbols (A), whereas the new-symbol-first group had to learn the set 
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withh the same symbols as in the training sessions in a different ordering (A1). In Session 5, the 
twoo groups were retested on the symbol ordering used in the first two sessions (A). 

Tablee 5.1. The ordering of the tasks for the same-symbol-first group and the new-
symbol-firstt group. A = training task, A' = reshuffled training (experimental) task, B = 
controll  task 

Session n 

Samee Symbol First 

Neww Symbol First 

1 1 

A A 

A A 

2 2 

A A 

A A 

3 3 
A' ' 

B B 

4 4 

B B 

A' ' 

5 5 

A A 

A A 

Att the end of Session 5 a short task (two blocks) was administered with digits (from 1 to 
8)) instead of abstract symbols. The results on this task could be used as a reference for the 
speedd of the performance with the abstract symbols. The dependent variables in the experiment 
weree response times and error rates. 

Apparatus Apparatus 

Thee experiment was conducted on two Apple Power Macintosh 4400 computers with 
14-inchh colour monitors. A standard one-button mouse was used for responding. 

Procedure Procedure 

Thee instructions were presented onscreen. The task was explained in text and with a 
speciallyy prepared trial with small dinosaur pictures instead of the abstract symbols used in the 
actuall  experiment. In the instruction subjects already made one response and learned how to 
startt a new trial. During the instruction, the experimenter gave comment and verified whether 
everythingg was understood. 

Single-taskk trials went as follows: The subject moved the pointer on the home area, a 
greyy spot in the middle of the response circle, to start a trial. Figure 5.1 shows an example of a 
triall  as it appeared in the experiment. When the pointer entered the home area, it turned dark 
greyy and after 1 second the word "grootst" (largest) or "kleinst" (smallest) appeared in the 
middlee of the screen, together with three inequalities. The three inequalities contained all 
possiblee relations between the given three symbols. The subject figured out an answer and 
clickedd on one of the eight symbols in the response circle beneath the inequalities. The subject 
wass instructed to do this as fast and accurately as possible. When a response was given, the 
problemm disappeared and immediate feedback appeared in the form of a red (incorrect) or green 
(correct)) ring animated around the home area. To start a new trial the subject had to move the 
pointerr on the home area and keep it there until another response had to be given. 

AA pilot study revealed that the switch from largest trials to smallest trials and vice versa 
wass not always easy. Especially when the switch came after a series of trials in which the same 
answerr was required (e.g., the largest) subjects had a tendency to give the previously required 
answerr (e.g., the largest instead of smallest). To make the opposing instructions easily 
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discernible,, the two words were shown in different colours (blue for largest and green for 
smallest).. Although not experimentally verified, this manipulation seemed to reduce the intra-
taskk interference substantially. 

** > D 
**  <
DD <

k i e i n s t? ? 

M M 

DD * 

44 O 

Figuree 5.1. A sample trial of a magnitude decision in the linear-ordering task. On the 
triall  depicted here, the symbol that represents the smallest ("kleinst") magnitude of 
thee three symbols was required. Responses were given by clicking one of the symbols 
inn the response circle beneath the question. The circle within the response circle is the 
homee area. 

Eachh session consisted of 17 blocks with the abstract symbols. In Session 5, two extra blocks 
weree added in which numbers replaced the abstract symbols. Each block consisted of 20 trials. 
Afterr each block the subjects had to give the correct ordering of the symbols by clicking the 
symbolss in the response circle from the smallest magnitude to the largest. The subjects were 
instructedd to guess if they did not know the correct answer. After a break of ten seconds the 
subjectt started the next block. 
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Materials Materials 

Fourr sets of symbols were used (See Figure 5.2). Two sets with different symbols were 
createdd (Set A and C) and two were added (Set B and D) by rearranging the first two sets using 
thee following rearrangement schema, 57186342. The first 5 in this series means that the symbol 
representingg the fifth magnitude in set A and C becomes the symbol representing the first 
magnitudee in B and D. In the same way the other seven values in each set can be rearranged. 

** <  * O II  *
BB ll + < * D # O B 

Figuree 5.2. The four symbol sets as used in Experiment 5.1. The symbols are ordered 
fromm small to large. 

Althoughh the task is called linear ordering, the symbols were presented in a circle to the 
subjects.. Visually the symbols in the circle were the same for the original and the rearranged 
sets.. However, the underlying ordering of the symbols was different. Because the sets A and C 
andd the sets B and D had still the same placement of the ordering in the circle, the placement of 
thee underlying values was rotated 180 degrees in the sets C and D. Although it seems that no 
onee would have noticed the relation, we wanted to be sure and tried to exclude in this way that 
subjectss could use the position instead of the symbol for determining the correct answer 
orderings.. There was no overlap of placements between the four circles. So, when in Set A the 
topp placement was the fifth value in line, the top placements of the other three sets did not 
containn the fifth value and all had different values. By the method just mentioned four sets of 
symbolss were created that were as similar as possible but differed on crucial aspects. The 
resultingg systems of ordering are shown in Figure 5.3. 

Eachh problem consisted of three inequalities in which all possible relations between the 
givenn three symbols were depicted. Thus, the inequalities always provided enough information 
forr the correct solution. Two sets of problems were created, one set of problems in which the 
largestt value is required as an answer and another set in which the lowest value is required. 
Eachh triplet of symbols (21 + 15+10+6+3+1 = 56 triplets) could be written in 48 ways, which is 
thee combination of the ordering of the equalities (3! = 6 possibilities) and the ordering of the 
symbolss within the three inequalities (23 = 8 possibilities). The two sets together consisted of 
53766 problems that were all generated. 
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B B 

8 8 

* 88 8  4 

ee D O * 7 5 d O *  2 

D D 
3 3 

44 B 1 ++
77 A O < 6 

yy - # , 

6 6 

77 B 3 ++
22 A O * 5 

yy _ #„ 

Figuree 5.3. Arrangement of the symbols and the corresponding magnitudes in the 
fourr response circles used. The magnitude of the symbols is depicted by the numbers. 
Notee that these numbers were not present in the actual experiment. 
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Becausee it was not possible to administer all problems, a subset was selected with the 
constraintt that all symbol combinations were present in this set. For the values at the end of the 
scale,, the lowest value when the smallest is required and the highest value when the largest is 
required,, 21 problems had to be selected to have all combinations of the symbols appear once. 
Too exclude frequency effects each symbol appeared the same number of times (21 times) as the 
correctt answer. Thus, for the symbols that were not on the ends of the scales, extra problems 
weree added on basis of the first constraint. The extra problems were randomly selected from 
eachh symbol combination until the required amount was reached. 

Forr the symbols that were on the extreme ends (the number equivalents are 1 and 8) of 
thee scale only problems where the largest, in case of the right-hand side of the scale, or the 
smallest,, in case of the left-hand side of the scale, were possible. Because each time three 
symbolss were compared in three inequalities the same was true for second highest and the 
secondd lowest symbols (numbers 2 and 7). For the symbols representing the four middle values 
(3,, 4, 5 and 6) both largest (11 problems) and smallest problems (10 problems) were selected in 
thee same amounts for each symbol. The resulting subset of 168 problems was doubled and to 
makee the set divisible by 20, four randomly selected problems were added. The resulting 340 
problemss were randomised and divided into 17 blocks. The sequence of stimulus presentation 
wass identical for all sessions. 

Results s 

Onn the basis of the correct responses a mean response time for each block was 
calculated.. Repeated measures ANOVAs were performed on these mean response times for 
eachh session. The factors for the ANOVAS were block and condition. An alpha level of .05 was 
usedd for all statistical tests. 

Training Training 

Wee first address the data from the training, Session 1 and 2. A significant main effect for 
block,, F( l, 27) = 79.88, p < .0001, which confirmed the reduction in response times with 
practicee that can be seen in Figure 5.4, was found. Performance changes in the training blocks 
weree also examined for a power function speedup (Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981). Changes in 
responsee times did adhere to the shape of a power function (See Table 5.2 for the fitting 
results). . 

Tablee 5.2. Two-parameter power law fits to the Mean Response Times per Block for 
thee two groups combined. X denotes the trial block. 

Sessionn Fit (r2) Function 

11 & 2 .98 

33 .91 

44 .87 

55 .91 

lOx x 

5.3x x 

4.6x x 

.45 5 

-.26 6 

.24 4 

3.0x" " 
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Noo main effect for condition or a Block x Condition interaction was found for response 
times.. These results indicate that the two groups were comparable in terms of speed and 
learningg rate in the training sessions. 
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Figuree 5.4. Response Times in seconds as a function of block for the same-symbol-
firstfirst group = SSF and the new-symbol-first group = NSF. The separation lines depict 
thee sessions, except for the last line which indicates a distinction between the last 
symboll  session and the two number blocks. 

TransferTransfer and Retention 

Inn the Sessions 3, 4, and 5, only the main effects for Block were significant, F(16, 432) = 
rangingg from 28.58 to 32.12, all p < .0001. According to a t-test, r(28) = 5.75, p < .0001, 
subjectss performed significantly faster in Session 5 than in Session 2, indicating that even when 
aa retroactive interference effect took place, unobservable in this design because no control 
groupp for retroactive interference was present, it was a very small effect. According to our 
hypothesis,, the same symbol first group should be slower than the new symbol first group in 
Sessionn 3 and faster in Session 4. A repeated measures ANOVA with factors condition and 
sessionn was performed. The Condition x Session interaction was significant, F ( l , 27) = 16.35,p 
<< .001, and confirms the hypothesis (see also Figure 5.5 for the interaction). 
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Figuree 5.5. Response Times in seconds with standard error of the mean as a function 
off  session for the same-symbol-first group = SSF and the new-symbol-first group = 
NSF. . 

ErrorError  Rates 

Noo between group differences in error rates were found in the training sessions or in 
Sessionn 3, 4, and 5. In the training, the effect for block, F(l, 33) = 4.63, p < .0001, shows that 
errorr rate diminished significantly. In addition, there was a significant decrease in error rate in 
Sessionn 5, as shown by the significant main effect for block, F(l, 16) = 1.68, p < .05. The 
hypothesiss that the same symbol first group should make more errors than the new symbol first 
groupp in Session 3 and fewer errors in Session 4 was not confirmed. A repeated measures 
ANOVAA with factors condition and session was performed, showing that the Condition x 
Sessionn interaction in error rate was not significant. The overall error rate percentage in this 
experimentt was 1.8%. 

LinearLinear ordering test 

Accordingg to t-tests, no significant differences between the conditions were found in the 
firstfirst errorless ordering for each session (all p's > .62). Thus, the two groups were comparable in 
termss of speed of learning showing declarative learning is not differentially affected by the 
reorderingg of the same symbols. The linear orderings showed that the magnitudes at the end of 
thee scales were acquired first and the middle magnitudes last. 
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ComparisonComparison with the Standard Number System 

Thee performance on the task with the numbers 1 through 8 showed that the performance 
withh the abstract symbols is relatively fast (See the two dots after the last vertical line in Figure 
5.4).. The performance on the number task should be very fast because no comparison is 
required.. With the number task the highest or lowest number is seen in a glance. However, the 
maximumm speed on the number task could be somewhat underestimated because the numbers in 
thee answer circle were not presented clockwise but irregular (but consistent over trials). The 
interferencee that may result from the way the answer circle was presented may have led to an 
underestimationn of fastest performance possible. 

Discussion n 

Evenn in this complex cognitive task a negative transfer effect is found. On the aggregate 
levell  the transfer is strongly positive, as can be seen by the lower entry levels of the newly 
learnedd orderings in Session 3 and 4. The negative effect is relatively small and can only be 
detectedd by the most sensitive analysis, in this case the interaction between session (3 and 4) 
andd group. This study shows how important a detailed analysis is to distinguish negative effects 
fromm the overall positive effects. Although this effect does, considering its smallness, not seem 
too have important practical implications, it certainly has theoretical implications. The main 
implicationn is that interference is not absent in the learning of skills, as Anderson (1987, 1995) 
suggested.. The tasks were well automated as demonstrated by the power law fits and the 
comparisonn between the symbol and number performance. 

Ass in the previous experiments no effects were found in error rate except for a decrease 
inn the training sessions. This result also indicates the subtlety of the interference and 
inn sensitivity of the error rate measure. 

Thee two groups performed equally well in Session 5, indicating that there is no recency 
effect.. The more recent confrontation of the same symbols in a different ordering does not lead 
too worse performance in the new-symbol first group. The design, however, does not allow us to 
discernn whether retroactive interference occurs because there is no control for retroactive 
interference.. The results indicate that that an eventual retroactive interference effect is very 
small. . 

Thee declarative knowledge about the ordering, as measured by the linear ordering test, 
didd not differ across conditions. These identical learning rates may suggest that learning is not 
affectedd and that the mechanism leading to interference is located in the response decision 
component.. An alternative explanation is, however, that the linear ordering test was not 
sensitivee enough to demonstrate an eventual small difference in learning rate. The current 
findingss further extend the evidence for the occurrence of interference in (cognitive) skill 
acquisition. . 




